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Session (check one): 
 
Morning Afternoon 

☐ NIDRR Long Range Strategic Plan ☐ HHS and DOJ Enforcement Partnership 

☐ Research and Funding Priorities from OSEP ☐ State Level P&A Activities 

☐ Employment and Transition ☒ The Role of CMS in Olmstead Implementation 
 
 
If speaker is different than who is identified on agenda, please identify speaker: 
Suzanne Bosstick 
 
Main points from speaker presentation: 

 Speaker introduced self and spoke about her background/employment 

 CMS – have been there 13 years  

 Her group is responsible for all benefits that a state could provide under Medicaid plan 

 Dual demonstrations impact the Medicaid population – we are at the table.  This added a whole 
new layer of complexity.   

 We have all of the Medicaid state plan resources and working on health reform.  If health 
reform moves forward, we will expand.   

 Complexity is huge with exchange vs Medicaid plan 

 Largest part of job, approving what states do with mediciad/inside Medicaid program 
 

 Trying to get states to redesign systems – services are delivered most like in an individual home, 
individuals can go into the community when they choose too, creating a home like setting when 
you are living in a provider like setting.  Not many out there. 

  
 
Opportunities identified for UCEDDs: 
(training, technical assistance, service, and/or research activities, or available funding) 
 
 
Q&A with participants: 
     Does this apply in territories – yes, you have capped appropriate in territories.  You get allocated 
mediciad money and program based on allocated money program.  Theoricatlly there should be not 
cap on what the state spends.   
 
What the CMS guidance is to states XXX – we actually issued an informational bulletin, where we 
consistence with balancing act, delemia is with sheltered workshops, loose money for workshops, 
have to find money elsewhere.  Have to move from workshops to meaningful employment.  Tell 
states at some point might turn the spicket off, so in the mean time start finding meaningful 
employment.  How much latitiude in that 1980 law.  The employment issue, the law gives us no clear 
authority – same around sheltered workshops.  We have to figure out a way in policy to pay states.  
Money follows the person law – 1st program, not technicialy a Medicaid program, money is being 
spent to transition people is not mediciad money, but once in the transition program, is Medicaid.   
 



CMS – states are all over the map with numbers/size of setting.  Look at characteristics.  Is it like living 
at home..eating meals, can you come and go, privacy.  We have a lot of providers that come to CMS to 
say economically it’s impossible.  Assisted living came to CMS and asked why are you trying to put us 
out of business.  A lot of states want to submit a 1915i for secured units, but we are not supporting it.  
Balance is how to promote best practice  - not to put practioners out of business but… 
 
NH – Some people want to go into assisted living, but mediciad won’t pay for it so people think it’s 
only for the rich.  Some people think it’s the gold standard, but others think assisted living is not. 
CMS – it gets tricky.  Older person with DD, someone with DD and mental illness – that’s why we went 
to the characterics for the guidance we are developing – what we are trying to lay out for states are 
guiding pricipanels to help makes decisions to make right approach.   
 
CMS – advocacy generally comes from staff below the leadership level.  If a state understands that we 
might now be willing to approve an action, Governor picks up phone and calls Secretary.  If timing 
doesn’t do us in, I’m actually optimistic XXX to get published.  I’m not as optimistic about is where the 
language will end up…..just as there are passionate people like you, there are a lot of organziations 
and families who were very threatened by the rules we put out beucase they have a child in an 
institution that would not pass our test and they want to know where this person will go.  Rule we 
have out now in 1915i, we talk about a transition period for state who want to do home and 
community services but can’t meet requirements, CMS will give themtime.  But here’s risk, once 
application is approved and states get green light, if states take too long, CMS tools not good to bring 
states into compliance.  We need some intermedicate implications.  We try to build in the 
intermediate period.  
 
States have been leading the charge in home and community based services. But they are cutting 
what they can cut and are cutting mediciad.  The waiver programs have been the last to be cut but 
they are not untouched.  If someone dies, they are not filling that slot, and they are not opening up 
any slots.   
 
Q – self directed services.  OK.  Pilot went well and went it rolled over to federal money, wouldn’t 
allow us to pay famileis.  Said person with disabilitie is our client, not families.   
Medicaid allows to pay families.  True, but you can pay a family member to be a client.   
 
George: of the 67 centers that we have we vary in connection at state level in terms of Medicaid.  
Some very invoved, some are not, and yet, theres a part of me there is a capacity to train folks coming 
into the field or already there, think of the “67 points of light.”  How can we push our centers to get 
more involved in the mediciad centers.  How can we get CMS involved more  
CMS – love to pursue second question.  Yes, strength in the association.  Easier in CMS with an 
asscoation rather than multiple centers.  Centers do have a lot to bring to mediciad, ideas: 
stakeholder engagement – these changes so quick;  
 
What is the advice, how do families make sure they have their imput and what is CMS role to make 
sure it happens – get to mediciad agency, meidicad advisory – 1115 demonstrations, they have to 
publish it within their state within 30 days and receive comments, once receive comments, submit to 
CMS and we then post on our website and receive comments.  On the state plan, we don’t have the 
same.  We don’t have the authority to enforce with state, but we frequently meet with advocates and 
familes who want to talk with Feds about what is happening in their states.  We want mediciad there 
too to hear.  Building that critical mass that Universities can help with.  It does take persistence and 
organization.   



George: we missed an opportunity with ACA.  It could have gotten down to the grass roots level.   
 
There has to be a purpose for people getting together.   
 
1990 – UCEDDs got out across states re: early EI to educate.  Some ways, health care reform needs this 
– good accurate information and getting feedback from those… 


